
Herb Vaping Perfected!
HAPACTM is a patent pending, ready-to-use 
sachet of pre-ground marijuana created for dry-
herb vaporizers, designed to make vaping 
marijuana simple, clean and satisfying - anytime, 
anyplace (where permitted, obviously…;) 

Each HAPACTM sachet contains 0.3 grams of hi-
quality, precisely ground ‘A Grade’ marijuana. 

Our specially engineered ‘sealed grinding’ 
process produces a much larger herb surface 
area for heating than is possible with a hand 
grinder. It also ensures that none of the herb 
gets lost, and the filter-paper protects the herb 
inside from uneven or over-heating.  

This combination ensures optimal vaporization of 
the full spectrum of cannabinoid compounds 
and means you get great results even on lower 
heat settings. Depending on how you vape, you 
should expect to get 15-25 good ‘puffs' from 
each HAPACTM sachet.

A HAPACTM sachet that has been correctly used 
in a dry-herb vaporizer (we recommend a setting 
of around 380ºF /193ºC - 400ºF / 204ºC) will look 
slightly ‘toasted’ where it has been in contact 
with the heating oven walls.  

If it is very dark brown or blackened, try using a 
lower setting. You don’t need high temperatures 
to get great results from HAPACTM!

To maintain their freshness, HAPACTM sachets 
come in a sealed airtight bag, but a durable, 
compact and discreet metal tin is also available 
for carrying HAPACTM sachets on the go. Simply 
transfer the sachets to the tin, as and when you 
need them.

HAPACTM sachets are made from filter paper that 
is manufactured from ‘Manilla Hemp’, so when 
you’re done, they can be composted or just 
thrown in the trash.

COMPOST

To use a HAPACTM sachet, simply roll or fold it so 
that it fits snuggly inside your dry-herb 
vaporizer’s heating oven. Where possible, leave 
the printed tab poking out as this makes it easier 
to remove the sachet after use 

HAPACTM is proudly made in WA. 

For more info go to HAPAC.tech


